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RESEARCH PROJECTS

Project 1. Virtual links and arrow polynomial. (Joseph Paugh, Justin Wu, Gavin Zhang)

This is a project about virtual links. Arrow polynomial of virtual links was introduced by H. Dye
and L. Kauffman in [DK]. Later on H. Dye introduced [Dye] a concept of cut points which was used
in [De, DJK]. for checkerboard colorable virtual link diagrams. From the other hand the checkerboard
colorable diagram of virtual links were used in [CK] and [Ch, Sec.6.8] to produced a Thistlethwaite
type theorem for virtual links. The goal of the project is to study the concept of Dye’s cut points and
trying to use it for Thistlethwaite type theorems. In particular, how to construct a ribbon graph from
a virtual link diagram with cut points so that the the Bollobás–Riordan polynomial of the graph would
be specialized to the arrow polynomial.

Project 2. Thompson index. (Torey Hilbert, Alexander Patterson, John White)

This is a development of the last year project.
A Thompson group F is a group of piecewise linear homeomorphism of [0, 1] with breaks at dyadic

rational numbers and such that on each interval of linearity its derivatives are powers of 2. (see [CF,
CFP]). Every element of F can be encoded by a pair of binary trees with the same number of vertices.
V. Jones [Jo] suggested a way to construct a link for every such element and proved that every link can
be constructed in this way. The Thompson index of a link L is the minimal number of leaves on the pair
of trees needed to represent L in the Jones construction. The aim of the project is to start classification
of knots and liks by the Thompson index. That is to calculate the Thompson index of first knots and
links. For this we probably need to use, and perhaps modify, the program written by Dennis Sweeney
last year [Swe].

Project 3. Spatial graphs. (Aditya Jambhale, Stephen Forest, James Longo)

In a famous paper [CG] John Conway and Cameron Gordon showed that every embedding of the
complete graphK6 in R

3 contains at least one pair of linked triangles and every embedding ofK7 contains
a non-trivial knot. An excellent exposition of this results see in [Ad, Ch.8]. A paper [FMMNN] is a
survey of this area.

A key point of the proof of the Conway–Gordon theorem was to show the sum of the linking numbers
of two disjoint triangles of K6 is always odd. From the other hand, in [KK] it was shown that such sum
for Kn with n > 6 is always even.

The aim of the project is to try to generalize the results of [KK]. One such generalization could be
to consider the Casson invariant of a (Hamiltonian) knots in Kn. Is it true that is is always even for
n > 7? Another one could be to consider instead of the linking number or the Casson invariant some
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higher order invariants, say the Jones, or Conway polynomials. Is it possible to say something general
for their sums? The third generalization could be to sum up not all possible two component links but
only those with equal number of vertices for even values of n. The forth generalization could be to try to
find the smallest value of n for which any embedding of Kn has to contain a Borromean ring. For that
perhaps instead of linking numbers one should consider Milnor’s triple number.

Project 4. Acyclic orientations of signed graphs. (Oscar Coppola, Michael Reilly)

This is a continuation of the last year project.
A classical Stanley’s theorem claims that the evaluation of the chromatic polynomial at −1 is equal

to the number of acyclic orientations of the graph. It has a generalization [St1, Theorem 3.3] to the
symmetric chromatic function from Project 1.

From the other hand, there is a generalization [Za] of the chromatic polynomial to signed graphs,
where a sign ±1 is assigned to every edge of a graph. Zaslavsky also generalized [Za, Theorem 3.5]
Stanley’s acyclicity theorem to signed graphs.

Stalney’s chromatic symmetric function was generalized to signed graphs in the previous years pro-
grams (see slides of presentations [Ra, Ch]). The goal of the project is to find a symmetric generalization
of [Za, Theorem 3.5] which would be an analog of [St1, Theorem 3.3].

Last year we got some very essential results in this project [FHR, HHJ] and hopefully we will finish
it this year.
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